
IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE 

 

You must read the terms of this Notice carefully before proceeding further with this  

product.  By clicking on "Yes" below to enter the game, you acknowledge and  

accept the contents of this Notice. 

 

Your use of TOMB RAIDER CHRONICLES ("the Game") is subject to the Laws of Copyright  

and related rights.  This Game (and all its constituent parts) is protected by such Laws  

throughout the World and it cannot be reproduced or copied in any manner or form  

without the permission of the copyright owner. 

 

Core Design Limited ("CORE") of 2 Roundhouse Road Pride Park Derby DE24 8JE  

ENGLAND is the owner of copyright and other intellectual property rights in the  

Game. 

 

Core Design Limited is the proprietor of, and is solely entitled to all rights and  

goodwill in, the mark TOMB RAIDER.  Use by you of that trade mark in the course  

of trade is strictly forbidden. 

 

Please contact CORE or EIDOS INTERACTIVE LIMITED of Wimbledon Bridge  

House 1 Hartfield Road London SW19 3RU ENGLAND ("the Publisher") if you  

become aware of any unauthorised use of the Game.  Help to stamp out pirate  

software. 

 

Infringement of copyright or unauthorised use of trade marks may result in criminal  

prosecution.  Help to bin the pirates. 

 

All rights in respect of the Game and the programs contained therein are without  

limitation reserved to CORE. 



 

IT IS ALSO FORBIDDEN 

 

- to reverse-engineer, decompile, disassemble, translate, adapt, modify or  

otherwise alter the Game in whole or in part or try to do any of the above 

 

- to lease, rent, sub-license, copy or otherwise exploit the Game or any part  

of it 

 

- to use the Game or any constituent part (including but not limited to  

image, sound or code) to create, design, enhance, produce and/or distribute  

any products containing in whole or in part, or which otherwise makes use  

of any part, of the Game 

 

- to permit whether directly or indirectly any other person or business to use  

or exploit the Game in a manner forbidden or not authorised by this  

Licence. 

 

If you infringe CORE's copyright you accept 

 

- that CORE and the Publisher may bring proceedings to protect their rights  

against you in the courts of England 

 

- that CORE  and the Publisher may suffer unquantifiable loss and risk  

exposure to claims from others 

 

- that CORE and the Publisher may enforce their rights against you by  

asking for an injunction in any court of competent jurisdiction to prevent  

further breach of the Licence by you in addition to any other remedy they  



may have against you 

 

- that you will indemnify CORE and the Publisher against any loss they  

suffer as a result of any breach committed or authorised by you. 


